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Thanks for the response, we think the authors addressed our comments properly.
We are constantly trying to find ways of improving our peer review system and continually monitor processes and methods by including article submissions and reviewers’ reports in our research. If you do not wish your paper or review entered into our peer review research programme, please let us know by emailing The BMJ’s editorial office papersadmin@bmj.com as soon as possible.
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Alhamdulillah. Well done Zaid! Just in time before your thesis presentation.

Regards
Dz

syadi zuhdi <syadizuhdi@yahoo.co.uk>
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Well done everyone!

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

Wan Azman Wan Ahmad <wanazman@ummc.edu.my>
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Salam Zaid the article processing fees you can claim from my CIC research account. You can get Dr Syed to make the claim for you

Sent from my iPhone
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Alhamdulillah....thank you Prof Wan.

Dz
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Alhamdulillah, thank you to all of you for all the helps and advices given since I started this project. InshaAllah I will make the payment first and claim it later as agreed by Prof Wan.

Zaid
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well done!
My experience with open access was not good. It didn't influence citation
Is it a must?
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